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This article discusses narrative styles of 48 African American low-income urban 
kindergartners. The starting point for this study was the work of Michaels (1981,1986, 
1991) who found that during a classroom activity known as “sharing time,” African 
American first-graders tended to produce narratives that did not cohere around 
single topics but around a series of loosely and often unclearly related episodes, a 
style Michaels called topic associating. This was in contrast to the Caucasian first- 
graders who tended to use a topic centered style. The results of the study presented 
here, however, reveal that of the 48 kindergarten children, 16 told topic associating 
stories and 28 told topic centered stories. Although storybook and fairy tale themes 
and structures were present across the two narrative styles, they were found most 
clearly in 9 of the topic centered narratives. Results show that although the patterns 
that Michaels reported were indeed found with these younger, urban, African Ameri- 
can children in an uninterrupted storytelling context, these patterns were not the 
dominant ones. Examples of the styles are discussed, paying particular attention to 
the thematic and structural characteristics in the topic associating style. Issues con- 
cerning contexts for speech and literacy in the classrooms of these and other U.S. 
students are discussed. 
In the past decade, much of the research in linguistics and language study has 
focused on the narrative patterns found in different communities. Researchers 
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have made comparisons between the spoken narrative discourse styles of speak- 
ers from so-called “oral” and “literate” cultures. Scollon and Scollon ( 19X I) 
characterized the narrative storytelling tradition of Athabaskan Indians as being 
“oral ,” in contrast with the Western “essayist prose” storytelling tradition typ- 
ically used by Canadian or U.S. middle-class speakers of English. Similarly. 
Tannen (1982) has described differences between the “interactive,” oral narrative 
style of Greek women and the more “content-focused,” literate style of American 
women. 
Researchers have also considered possible implications that ditferent styles ot 
narrating may have in educational contexts. In fact, several researchers have 
reported that certain narrative styles are often devalued in the classroom and 
treated as “less literate.” Scollon and Scollon (198 I) remarked that essayist-style 
literacy is promoted in Western schools, implicitly and explicitly, and that “the 
Athabaskan set of [spoken] discourse patterns are to a large extent mutually 
exclusive of the discourse patterns of essayist prose” (p. 53). Although Heath 
( 1982) argued against a dichotomy of oral and literate traditions, she noted that 
African American working class children in a southern U.S. community used a 
narrative style characteristic of their home environment which led to difficulties 
in certain classroom literacy tasks (pp. 69-70). 
In a similar vein, Michaels (1981. 1986, 1991) found that “sharing time” 
narratives of a group of first-grade African American children were treated as 
poor discourse by their teacher because they deviated from the teacher’s model of 
literate narrative. In the classroom that Michaels studied, sharing time was an 
activity in which children described an object or a important past event in front ot 
the class, while other class members and the teacher were allowed to ask qucs- 
tions or make comments. (Michaels and Cazden. 1986, also studied second- 
graders, but the focus of our research is on younger children.) 
Michaels (15386) observed that the Caucasian children in the class tended to 
produce sharing time discourse that was “tightly organized, centering on a single 
topic or closely related topics” (p. 102). This discourse style Michaels called 
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“topic centered.” In contrast, the African American children in her study tended 
to use discourse which did not cohere around a single topic but rather consisted 
of a series of personal anecdotes or episodes whose connection to one another 
“was never overtly stated but had to be inferred,” a narrative style she called 
“topic associating” (Michaels, 1981, p. 429). Michaels (1986) argued that topic 
associating narratives did in fact contain structural and thematic devices but that 
these cues were “implicit” rather than explicit, and were thus much less apparent 
to the teacher. Hence, unlike the Caucasian children’s topic centered narratives, 
the African American children’s narratives were difficult for the teacher to follow 
because they did not adhere to the conventions of literate narrative cohesion 
(p. 102). 
Michaels’ (1981) study was concerned with the reasons why the teacher 
misunderstood the African American children’s topic associating style and how 
this misunderstanding might “ultimately affect the children’s progress in the 
acquisition of literacy skills” (p. 440). Her study did not focus on the specific 
frequencies of topic associating discourse among first-grade African American 
children, nor did it claim to generalize the discourse style tendencies observed in 
this classroom to other groups of African American children or to other contexts. 
In fact, Michaels (198 I) said that her study presented only a single example of 
how “ethnic or subgroup differences in discourse style could lead to adverse 
educational outcomes” (p. 441). The frequency of topic associating discourse 
among African American children remains an open question, therefore. This 
issue of how often and in what contexts this style occurs is an important one to 
address because extreme generalizations drawn from Michaels’ findings could 
create a limited notion of the discourse repertoires of African American children. 
As Michaels’ observation of teacher-student interactions during sharing time 
suggests, there is potential for negative evaluation or stigmatization when the 
communication style of a particular group is assessed as lacking explicit structure 
and cohesion. Applebee ( 1978) characterized children’s narratives which lack 
connections to a central topic as being poorly developed. He used the term heap 
to describe a primitive form of narrative used by very young children; this type of 
narrative appears to have the form of free association. Another structure. which 
he called an “unfocused chain” is somewhat more advanced but still lacks coher- 
ence. The terms heap and unfocused chain were borrowed from Vygotsky’s 
(1962) description of early stages of children’s imellectual development. Ap- 
plebee differentiated both heaps and unfocused chains from “true narratives.” 
Lack of coherence, then, has been associated with immature speech and even 
with mental disorders (Rochester & Martin, 1979). Such a stigma may also be 
attached to discourse labeled as “topic associating,” which has been charac- 
terized as lacking the explicit style of coherence esteemed by the schools. 
The labeling of African American children’s narratives as emerging from an 
oral rather than literate tradition may itself carry a further stigma of incoherence. 
Gee (1985, 199 1) has noted that the oral narrative tradition is frequently de- 
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scribed in a negative light-usually “in terms of what it lacks that the literate 
style has. It is inexplicit where the literate style is explicit, it is less well inte- 
grated than the literate style, less syntactically complex and so on” (Gee, 1985, 
p. I I ). He commented that the description of African American children as topic 
associating “is ripe for the application of a ‘deficit model’: [that] these children 
tell these sorts of stories because they don’t know any better” (Gee, 19X5, p. 12). 
Hence, although Michaels argued that topic-associating stories do in fact demon- 
strate a logical and coherent system of their own, the fact that they arc cate- 
gorized as deviating from a literate standard may have negative associations. 
In this study we examine the frequency of topic associating and topic centered 
discourse in another group of African American children and in a context dif- 
ferent from the one Michaels observed. In this way, our study seeks to extend 
current perspectives on variation in language style across contexts. In the last 50 
years the field of sociolinguistics has focused on how language may differ across 
contexts defined by such factors as audience, setting. and communicative task. 
Reid ( 19%) as well as Halliday, McIntosh. & Strcvens (1964) argued that speak- 
ers possess a number of different speaking styles or “registers” in their reper- 
toires. Register studies such as that of Shatz and Gclman (1973, 1977) and 
Ferguson ( 1982) have examined how the language style used by speakers may 
vary according to the communicative needs of the audience (as seen in the 
rcgistcrs such as “baby talk” and “foreigner talk”) as well as by kinship relations 
(Haviland. 1979) and occupational settings (Prince. Fradcr, & Bosk. 1982). 
Other variation studies have considered the way communicative tasks may 
influence discourse style. In his study of low-income, African American commu- 
nities in the U.S. and the West Indies. Abrahams ( 1970, 1972) found that in 
particular speech events, speakers used a style called “talking sweet” which was 
closer to formal, oratorical styles of English than to the everyday vernacular. 
Labov. Cohen. Robins, and Lewis (1968) also observed that within certain 
speaking tasks. African American adolescent street gangs in New York City used 
a markedly formal discourse style called “rifting” characterized by “an elevated, 
high-tlown delivery which incorporates a great many learned. Latinate words” 
(p. 136). Communicative task context has been shown to influence the language 
forms used by nonnative speakers of English as well (Selinker & Douglas. 1989). 
Perhaps more directly related to the concerns of this study, research on varia- 
tion in children’s narratives has found that children may USC very different narra- 
tive registers, or styles, depending on the task context. Hicks ( I99 I) observed 
that first-grade children demonstrated different discourse patterns in narrating a 
single film depending on the task prompt. In her study, the children were asked to 
narrate a film in three different ways: as a simultaneous event cast, as a factual 
news report, and as a storybook narrative. She noted that in each of these three 
tasks, the children’s narratives reflected differences in perspective. cvcnt sc- 
quencing and amount of evaluative commentary provided. Similarly, Hudson 
and Shapiro ( 1991) have reported that in three different tasks. young children 
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produced three types of narratives: scripts (accounts of habitually occurring event 
sequences), past tense personal narratives, and original fictional stories. 
Sulzby (1985) contrasted kindergartners’ stories when they were asked to tell 
a story, dictate a story, or write a story. In each case, the tasks were presented as 
something that a person does as preparation for writing. Whereas she found that 
children shifted styles in terms of intonation and pausing in these conditions, she 
also noted that stories in all three conditions were much shorter than those 
reported in studies eliciting uninterrupted storytelling in a context not connected 
with literacy (Menig-Peterson & McCabe, 1978; Peterson & McCabe, 1983). 
She speculated that the effect of tying storytelling to storywriting preparation had 
created a literate bias in these children from an upper-middle-class suburban 
school. With children this age in classrooms that do not typically encourage 
children’s emergent writing, written stories tend to be much shorter than orally 
told stories (Sulzby, 1985), but in this case the orally told stories were also much 
shorter than expected. 
This study explores narrative styles used by a group of low-income, African 
American kindergarten children in a context defined by a particular communica- 
tive situation and narrative task. Although Michaels (198 1, 1986, 1991) ob- 
served a tendency towards a topic associating style among a group of African 
American children within the context of sharing time in which other speakers 
were allowed to interrupt, ask questions, or redirect the storyteller, it is not clear 
whether this same pattern would be found in a different group of children and in a 
different context. It may be that a group of younger African American children 
will display an equally strong or stronger tendency towards a topic associating 
style in a different narrative context, uninterrupted face-to-face storytelling. On 
the other hand, they may show a different tendency. This article reports on the 
frequency and characteristics of topic centered and topic associating styles 
among a group of African American, urban kindergartners and discusses possible 
influences of context on the children’s narrative styles. Before we proceed, 
however, we offer some terminological clarification that situates our study. 
DISCOURSE TERMINOLOGY 
The terms genre, register, and svle are often confused in discussions about 
discourse. We would like to clarify how we are using these terms to refer to the 
children’s topic associating and topic centered narratives. Researchers have de- 
fined narrative in a variety of ways, making it difficult to achieve consensus on 
the exact nature of this discourse. Labov and Waletzky’s seminal definition 
(I 967) involves a temporal sequence of past events including an abstract, orienta- 
tion, complicating action, evaluation, resolution, and coda. Others have pro- 
posed episodic schemas of narrative as alternatives or additions to Labov and 
Waletsky’s “high point analysis” (Peterson & McCabe, 1983; Stein & Glenn, 
1979). Also, where Labov and Waletzky have stipulated that narrative discourse 
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must be grounded in the past, others have included habitual discourse in their 
definition of narrative (Hudson & Shapiro, I99 1). Gee ( 199 I ) argued that the 
unmarked. fundamental narratives are those in which “juxtaposition and relations 
in an imaginary space is much more important than [temporal] order itself” 
(p. 8). 
Considering these varied criteria, we are not treating “narrative” as a genre in 
itself. Swales ( 1990) has proposed that a genre must have a clear set of communi- 
cative purposes with a recognizable schematic structure. Hc argues that narrative 
does not constitute a genre because it retlects a variety of different purposes as 
well as correspondingly different structures, as seen in news stories. scientific 
reports, and jokes. However. Swales refers to narrative as a “pm-genre” and 
suggests that it does reflect some recognizable properties (p. 61). Indeed. the 
various narrative definitions such as those of Labov and Waletzky (IY67), Get 
( I99 I ). Hudson and Shapiro ( 199 I ). and Peterson and McCabe ( 1983). seem to 
share a notion of narrative as a description of persons. scenes or events (whether 
temporally ordered. past, habitual, or future) for some meaningful effect, or as 
Gee ( 199 1) suggests. “a perspective that human beings take on the way in which 
certain themes fall into a satisfying pattern” (p. 13). Thus. as we refer to the 
children’s “narratives” in this study, we are not suggesting that such narratives 
reflect a “genre” sharing the same purpose and structure as other narratives. but 
rather that they fall into the more flexible category of pm-genre. 
The specific types of narratives that the children tell, however, may represent 
more recognizable categories. Hicks (1991) has described the three types 01 
narratives in her study as different genres because they reflect different purposes 
and structures. Similarly, topic centered and topic associating narratives have 
been distinguished by a number of structural and stylistic features (Gee. 19X5, 
19X6; Michaels, 198 I, 1986, 199 I). However. despite the distinctive qualities ot 
these two narrative types, it is not clear that the two represent different communi- 
cative purposes and thus two separate genres. Topic associating narratives. for 
instance. might appear in a variety of contexts with very different purposes. such 
as a conversation between peers, a classroom sharing time presentation, or a 
written composition. The same could be said of topic centered narratives. Mi- 
chacls (1986) has sometimes referred to topic centered and topic associating 
discourse as two narrative “styles.” Indeed, the terms regisrer and st~Yc> have 
been used, often interchangeably, to capture structural and linguistic variation 
\~Vthin narrative discourse (Christie, I99 I ; Tanncn, 1981). Like Michaels, therc- 
fore, we will also refer to topic associating and topic centered as ditferent styles 
of narrative. Finally, in this study. we arc usin, (7 the terms ston and rzurrtrtir~c 
interchangeably to refer to the children‘s discourse. Although some researchers 
have restricted sror~ to fictional narrative accounts based on the structure 01‘ 
storybooks (Hudson & Shapiro, 1991). children’s and adult’s narratives. both 
fictional and personal experience. have often been described according to “story 
grammars” (McCabe, Capron, & Peterson 1991; Peterson CG McCabe. 1983). 
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Tannen (1982) has also treated adult narratives as stories. Moreover, as discussed 
in the method section, the narratives in this study were produced in response to a 
request to tell a story and thus, the term storv serves to connect the narratives 
with the elicitation context. 
METHOD 
Subjects 
Data for this study come from the outset of a longitudinal study of emergent 
literacy in Pontiac, Michigan. Pontiac is a small city in the greater metropolitan 
area of Detroit; it fits the description of “rust belt” in that the automobile industry 
has continually closed factories and laid off workers. Over 95% of the children in 
the district are on reduced-price or free lunch. 
In all, the children and teachers in eight kindergarten classrooms across five 
schools took part in the larger study (S&by, 1990; Sulzby, Branz, & Buhle, 
1993; Sulzby & Kamberelis, 1990). For this study, we used 48 narratives elicited 
from kindergartners in four classrooms containing the highest proportion of 
African American children. The storytelling data were collected at the beginning 
of the first year of what has become a 4-year study. After that time the study 
focused on literacy development. 
At the beginning of this year, teachers and administration in the district were 
exploring a common philosophical stance for kindergarten through second grade, 
turning from a heavy emphasis upon skills and moving toward a child-centered 
philosophy incorporating practices that included a developmental approach to 
literacy that encouraged child initiation and activity. Our observations showed 
that, at this time, none of the four teachers regularly included children in sto- 
rybook reading and only two, one at each school, read to the children regularly. 
At the time the data were collected, we were just starting to ask teachers to begin 
to read to children regularly and repeatedly from children’s literature and imme- 
diately after this data collection, we began to help teachers to encourage chil- 
dren’s writing. 
In the four classrooms, 8 1% of the children (64 of the 79 children) who were 
enrolled and present for the storytelling elicitations were African American. 
Because the main purpose of the study was to assess the frequency of topic 
associating narratives among African American kindergartners, only the African 
American children’s narratives were used. (The question of how the African 
American narratives compared with those of other ethnicities in the classroom 
will be reserved for another study.) Of the 64 African American children in the 
classrooms, 7 refused to tell a story even after several prompts. Two other stories 
were inaudible and 3 were on missing tapes. Also, 4 stories were omitted, one 
that was less than 4 clauses long and 3 that were produced as songs. This left a 
total of 48 narratives for the study. All children are referred to by pseudonyms. 
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Elicitation 
The storytelling task was conducted in a one-to-one fashion between the child 
and a member of the research team. We took every effort to help the children 
become familiar with us as part of the classroom community but did not identify 
ourselves as literacy researchers until after the storytelling session. We prepared by 
studying interactive patterns likely to elicit African American children’\ qeech. 
and, in particular. storytelling. Researchers wet-c familiarized with Michaels’ 
and SulLby’s earlier work and were given training in the particular elicitation 
procedures for this study. Researchers were chosen for their interest in, and 
familiarity with, African American children. if they themselves were not African 
American. The research team included two African American researchers. two 
senior researchers who had had extensive experience working with African 
American children in various settings. and others with differing degrees of famil- 
iarity with these and other groups of low-income and/or minority children. The 
longitudinal study in Pontiac immediately followed a I-year study in four class- 
rooms in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in which African American children were focal 
children but comprised no more than 22% of the classroom populations. 
Each adult had previously visited the children’s clashroom for 3 to 5 days as 
observers. As WC left the classroom. WC: reintroduced ourselves and told the 
children that we would like them to help us. if they were willing, and that WC: 
would bring them back to “Ms. X’s room” when we were finished. We kept LIP 
conversation, encouraging children to talk as much as possible on our way to the 
rooms for storytelling. Care was taken in furniture arrangement and nonverbal 
behaviors. Two chairs had been prearranged to face each other. The adult helped 
each child to sit in one chair and then sat, without anything in his or her hands. in 
the second chair facing the child. In a conversational manner, the adult intro- 
duced the child to the tape recorder as a way of helping the adult remcmbcr “what 
WC say to each other.” We promised to let the child hear the recording at the end 
of the session. 
The adult used a simple invitation to ask the child to teli a story. The adult 
then waited with an attentive look, focusing at or near the child’s face to begin 
with, but moving quickly off to the side. depending upon the child‘s perceived 
comfort with direct gaze. The child was asked to tell a story about a topic of his 
or her choice. with a general framework of its being a previous experience. 
Specifically. the interviewer’s prompt to the child was “Today, (chi/d’.c ~JLIIIJC). I 
uwlt \‘ou to tell tnr (I sior~. The slot.\ (‘(111 he trholct .sotnrthitl~~,fittJ or CVCititJg JhLlt 
yorr’~v clonr~ or utJythitJg ~1,s~ ytJt nwJt to tell trhut.” Other than that. as little 
input as possible was given by the interviewer during the narrative production. 
These techniques. used after piloting, indicated that children wcrc more rcspon- 
sive it’adults acted expectant but did not talk or query the child much. Occasion- 
ally, if the child had a difficult time starting, the intcrviewcr offered story topic 
suggestions like “tell me a story about somcthin g fun you did with your family or _ 
about all the things you do when you play on the playground.” In all cases. the 
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adult waited until the child clearly signaled that he or she was finished with the 
story. 
As part of the Sulzby general training, researchers were directed not to inter- 
rupt the child during the story nor assume that a child had finished the story until 
the child had signaled completion. For this study, these directions were expanded 
to pay particular attention to the characteristics of storytelling that Michaels had 
described, including prosodic cues about clause and story completion. Some- 
times, waiting for the child to signal completion resulted in a long pause during 
which the adult looked at the child directly and questioningly, and then, after a 
while, said, “Hmm?” and finally said, “Are you finished?” No child was cut off 
because of time constraints, although, in one case, the adult was ready to stop the 
child to prepare for the end of the school day when the child suddenly brought the 
very long story to a close and said, “I’m done.” The researcher (E. Sulzby) felt 
that the story seemed to have been abruptly terminated, but the audio tape 
recording and its transcript showed that the child had indeed brought the topic 
associating story to a close. 
Analysis 
Each of the kindergartners’ transcribed narratives were categorized into one of 
the two narrative types described by Michaels (198 1, 1986, 1991). Details of the 
actual classification process follow a presentation of Michaels’ category criteria. 
In Michaels’ (198 1) study, the categories topic centered and topic msociating were 
characterized by a number of features which have been summarized in Table 1. 
We should note that later, Michaels and Cazden (1986) changed Michaels’ origi- 
nal category name “topic associating” to “episodic.” However, because they did 
not change their description of this category notably, we have chosen to keep the 
term topic associating for this analysis. 
Michaels ( 198 1) described topic centered narratives as being tightly organized 
around a single object or event. Temporal and locative information remained 
consistent throughout topic centered narratives, and this consistency helped to 
TABLE 1 
Narrative Stvle Category Definitions 
Topic Centered Topic Associating 
I. Narrative is organized around a single 
object or event. 
2. Temporal and locational grounding and 
key characters remain consistent. 
3. Key lexical items are repeated. 
4. Narrative follows a linear pattern of 
organization--with a clear beginning, 
middle, and end. 
I Narmtivc is organized around a series of 
implicitly linked anecdotes or episodes. 
2. Temporal and locational grounding and 
key characters frequently shift. 
3. Narrative does not adhere to a linear pat- 
tern of organization but may reflect oth- 
er structural and thematic patterns. 
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make them appear to have a singular thematic focus. Such narratives achieved 
thematic cohesion through repetition of key lexical items which were often 
related to familiar cultural routines such as sports or major holidays (Michaela. 
198 1, p. 428). Moreover, Michaels and Cazden ( 1986) noted that the structure ol 
the topic centered narratives demonstrated a linear pattern of organization, hav- 
ing “a marked beginning, middle and end” (p. 136) and followed a sequence of 
events leading to some resolution. In some examples, they noted that the stories 
followed a standard narrative format with an orientation. complicating action. 
and resolution. though not all the topic centered examples contained these ele- 
ments (Michaels & Cazden, 1986. pp. 142-143). 
In contrast, topic associating narratives were characterized, not by a linear 
development around a single topic, but by a series of unclearly related anecdotes 
or episodes. Unlike topic centered narratives, topic associating narratives were 
marked by frequent shifts in time, location. and key characters. Because the 
connections between episodes were never explicitly stated, topic associating 
narratives appeared on tlze sutfircr to be without linear structure or thematic 
focus, to have “no beginning, middle or end and thus, no point at all” (1981, 
p. 429). However, Michaels emphasized that these narratives were not without 
thematic cohesion. She argued that the “‘topic associating’ style consists of 
a series of segments or episodes which arc implicitly linked in highlighting some 
person or theme” ( 1986, p. 103). Michaels looked mainly at prosodic cues as 
evidence for thematic ties and left the question of other coherence strategies 
relatively open. Since Michaels’ first article. however, Gee (1985, 1986, 1991 ) 
has analyzed topic associating narratives from Michacls’ study more thoroughly 
for thematic devices and coherence strategies. Gee has observed that topic asso- 
ciating narratives often use structural frameworks found in literature. such as 
stanzas, which reflect intricate internal patterning. He has also noted that topic 
associating narratives achieve coherence through the repetition of themes and 
contrasts across various episodes. 
In categorizing the Pontiac narratives. we attempted to apply Michaels’ and 
Gee’s criteria as closely as possible, paying particular attention to lexical repcti- 
tion. temporal and locational grounding, thematic shifts. linear organization. and 
stanza structure. Perhaps more than Michaels, we extended the notion of a 
“linear progression of information” to include adherence to a standard narrative 
canon of the kind proposed by Labov and Waletzky ( 1967). Also, one aspect of 
Michaels’ classification system that was not included was her analysis of prosod- 
its in topic centered and topic associating narratives. Although Michaels used 
prosodic information to distinguish between the two narrative types and to show 
how topic associating prosodic cues were misinterpreted by the teacher, these 
cues were not considered essential for placing the narratives into one of the two 
categories for the purposes of this study. 
The process of placing the stories into the two categories involved the first 
author listening to each story on tape four to seven times. taking notes on the 
presence of features relevant to the topic centered or topic associating categories, 
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and transcribing each story. The second author had collected part of the data and 
later listened to problematic or exemplary tapes. All the transcripts were checked 
by a minimum of four transcribers. The narratives were placed into one of the 
two categories by two raters (the first author and another researcher working on a 
related paper). The inter-rater reliability was 87.5%. Of the 6 children the raters 
disagreed on (12.5%), easy agreement was reached in 3 of the cases after short 
discussion. The other 3 disagreements were mainly due to different opinions 
about whether a child’s reference to a new character signaled an abrupt topic 
shift. In calculating the frequency of the narrative styles, the disagreements were 
resolved by using the first rater’s judgments, in consultation with the second 
author. Examples of the two narrative categories are discussed in the next section. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
First, we would like to return to the starting point of our analysis, the fact that of 
64 low-income, African American kindergartners, 48 told stories long enough to 
be analyzed by Michaels’ scheme. In fact, only 7 refused to tell a story. This is 
particularly impressive when compared with our field notes from the four class- 
rooms. In these classrooms, children were not observed to have opportunities for 
extended oral discourse except on the playground. Yet, these children appeared 
to have storytelling readily available in their linguistic repertoires. 
The stories told by these 48 children included both topic centered and topic 
associating narratives. Before we discuss the frequency of the two narrative 
styles, we present and discuss representative narratives from the topic centered 
and topic associating categories, respectively. A few notes about the transcripts: 
each line represents a new clause; “X” stands for inaudible, with each “X” 
equivalent to one syllable. For ease of reading, false starts and hesitations have 
been omitted. 
Representative Narratives 
Example 1: Topic Centered (Steven) 
I the house was fired up 
2 then the fire truck came 
3 then they had that water spray in there, and stop, and got burned-ed up 
4 but it was up there to the house 
5 it went up 
6 it went over 
7 and then it sprayed again and again 
8 and they stayed over there that long 
9 but they was go move their house 
IO but this fire up, but it ain’t burn no more 
Steven’s narrative, categorized as topic centered, is a story about a fire being 
extinguished. Notice that nearly every clause in Steven’s narrative is related to a 
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single topic of firefighting: the arrival of the fire truck (Line 2). the Apraying of 
the fire hose (Lines 3, 4-X), and finally the extinguishing of the fire (Line IO). 
This singularity of theme gives Steven’s narrative the appearance of topic cen- 
teredness. Moreover, the narrative follows a linear structuring of events charac- 
teristic of a topic centered style, with a complicating action, or “high point.” (the 
house on fireifirefighting) and a resolution (the fire being extinguished). 
Thematic cohesion in Steven’s narrative is also wrought by the repetition of 
key lexical items. In this narrative, WC see the repetition of “water 
spray/sprayed” (Lines 3, 7). “fire” (Lines I. 2. IO), and “burned-cd/burn” (Lines 
3, IO). Moreover, these words relate to a salient concept in our cultural 
experience-firemen putting out a fire-which, according to Michaels. also 
lends topical cohesion to a story (Michaels, 1% I. p. 42X). Thus. the singularity 
of theme, linear organization, and lexical repetition give Steven’s story its topic 
centered style. 
Example 2: Topic Associating (Spencer) 
I Yesterday I went down home 
2 and I was sleep 
3 and I ask my mamma 
4 I was tcllinf her a story about Guldilock< 
5 and she say. “mm mm” 
6 she didn’t want me to tell her no Goldilocks story 
7 I was about to say it all to my own self 
8 and now yesterday it was dark 
Y and Lynn went over there a long time 
IO and Lynn went over Gramma’s 
I I and she came 
12 she was about to go back over my house 
I3 and she fell down on the porch 
II and she had one of those pills 
IS and one of those bumps was right on there 
16 and the skin peeled ofl‘ too 
17 and now she laid in the bed 
IX my mamma had to get her some ice 
IO and 1 went over Gramma’s to spend the night 
20 and 1 had to g!o tcl school 
21 and I got a little baby cat and a bif cat 
22 the baby cat i\ gone somewhere 
23 I need to go find her 
24 but the biy Cat just stay over my house 
25 and I just pet him 
26 the little baby don’t bitt 
27 and the big one don’t bite me 
28 and ycstcrdav I went to the pizza roller skate party 
7Y and the Little Caesar’s X 
ISO and I was at home 



























I had my birthday 
and I could read all my books 
and I do my homework 
and I got this 
play with Randall 
and 1 play with my toys 
and I could read my book all by myself 
‘cause my mamma teach me how to read the jungle book 
and I just read it 
my mamma said “take the cornbread to over and over Cramma’s house” 
and I asked Rudy, I said, “you want some urn” 
1 forgot the dinner 
I said, “you want some urn” 
I said. “Rudy and Cramma.” 
and she said “huh‘?” 
“you want some cornbread and stringbeans?” 
and they said, “uh uh” 
but you talk to gramma 
and gramma just say 
they saying, they say ‘none of your beezwax” 
and Rudy call me knucklehead 
and John boy call me peanut 
and I call John boy motor mouth 
he call me everyday that, motor mouth 
when he come over my house, motor mouth 
what you do with that? [Spencer notes the microphone] 
Adult: That’s part of the microphone. That hooks up into this thing that records 
your voice. Anything else with your story? 
57 Oh, so you go talk on the microphone’? 
Adult: Yeah, exactly. And 1’11 play it later and you can hear yourself 
58 and that what they be doing on Ochra [probably referring to Oprah Winfrey 
show] 
59 the Ochra just got microphone, that’s all 
60 and the other people don’t got microphone 
61 they just sit down 
62 and Ochra just get the microphone to them 
63 and they talk on there 
64 and you look at Ochra? [to interviewer) 
Adult: Do I watch it‘? Yeah, I do, I like it 
65 You got a little boy at home too’? 
Adult: mm mm, no 
66 oh, but my mamma work at Target 
67 and she hate working there too 
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68 and when my mama was sleeping 
6Y I said. “Once upon a time. them was three Goldilocks” 
70 and she said.“mm mm” 
71 and she was sleep 
72 and next day she had to go to work 
73 and now Rudy had to come over my house and come pick me up 
74 50 I could go to bed over at gramma’s 
7s ‘cause Lynn sleep 
76 and 1 could do my homework. you wanna see? 
Adult: Do I wanna see what’? 
77 doing my homework 



















and when I was sleep 
1 was dreaming something 
like I wab having u 
it was bad too 
like 1 was inside a hall 
I was digging 
and I thought 1 was dreaming about big 01’ 
I was dreaming about three little pigs 
and I was a pig 
and a wolf came on the roof 
and he jumped inside the bowl of water 
1 was so happy 
cause I’m xcarcd of wolf 
I went to Sondria party 
I was Pee Wee Herman with my co\tumc on 
and I saw Freddy Kruger there and a jack a Icr too and a wcrcwolf and a 
batman. and ;L bat. and D witchy witch 
I went to K-mart and I saw Freddy Kruger and slovc and inja ninla turtles 
costumes and Donald Duck, Big Bird and oh and Grovcrt Isic] 
Adult: Arc you l’inished with your story Spencer’! no? 
95 I was. how old XX was’! 
96 and I was urn seven years old 
97 I think I was not turn four 
Y8 and I turn five 
YY I think 1 was scvcn 
I00 and I turned four 
IO1 mc and Louis was four 
I02 and I turned five 
I03 and I was first time I was in preschool 
104 and I got out of there 
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105 and I came to kindergarten 
106 and my mamma hate working too 
107 and I hate just going to school 
108 my mama be crying 
109 andIcry 
110 and Louis be hitting people 
111 I just hit him back 
I 12 just like Tanya told me yesterday 
113 if Louis hit you, hit him back 
114 that’s what Tanya told me to do back to him 
115 and 1 hit him back everyday 
116 what I go when Tanya’s in 
117 that’s the day he hit me 










what I was over Tanya’s 
Louis has all the vitamins 
and Tanya told me to hit him back 
and I hit him back 
and Louis be 
and yesterday he hit me 
and Tanya said, “why you keep hitting him?’ 
and I hit him three times 
I hit him one two three 
128 and now he keep hitting me 
129 and Tanya was downstairs 
130 she came upstairs 
131 and now she said 
132 1 just hit him 
133 I hit him right there on the face 
134 and she hit Louis 
135 and he cry hard, loud too, just like [squeak] 
136 all loud, just like he was screaming loud 
137 ‘cause Sheri told me if you scream loud 
138 the police take you inside jail 
139 and so 1 see the jail 
140 and you can’t get out 
141 and 1 got a puzzle book for ABC’s puzzles 
[Child is shifting in the chair] 
Adult: Why don’t you bring your legs up, OK? Are you finished with your story 
Spencer? 
142 and I was every time I be dreaming something like monsters 
143 when I go to bed 
144 and I dream 
145 I just like go to bed 
146 and 1 wake up 
















and 1 didn’t go to bed 
and I keep doing it 
and I dream something 
and I now I’m trying to think what 
yesterday I was sleep 
and 1 dream a monster 
and I was scared 
and I wokcd up 
and 1 was still keeping my cycs open 
1 was thinking what I want to dream 
just like I was dreaming about wolfs 
and I’m goins to be Freddy Kruger 
and Kandall gonna be batman 
and Decolby gonna be a dracula for Hallouccn 
What are you going to do with that’! (Spencer notices paper on the table] 
Adult: With what? 
I63 With this papers 
Adult: Well, I’ll tell you that in a minute. When you’re finished telling your story. 
I’ll tell you what you’re going to do with that. Arc you finished tcllins 
your story’? You’ve finished telling your story’? Whoa, that’\ a great story 
Spencer. 
Spencer’s narrative is 160 clauses long. Indeed, such lcngthincss may charac- 
terize the topic associating style. None of the topic centered narratives were 
anywhere near this long. The longest topic centered narrative was 35 clauses. 
Michaels’ (1986) study also suggested that the African American first-graders’ 
topic associating narratives tended to give the impression of being lengthy. She 
noted that the children’s “[sharing] turns were often cut short by the teacher who 
jokingly referred to them as ‘filibusters’ on occasion” (p. 102). tlowevcr, it is 
difficult to assess the actual length of the topic associating stories in Michacls’ 
classroom since they )L’CW so often cut off in midstream by the teacher. 
Spencer’s story illustrates a topic associating style in that it involves not .just a 
single, linearly developed topic but a number of different anecdotes which fre- 
quently shift in time frame, location and characters. Spencer began his long 
narrative by telling about how he tried to tell his mom the Goldilocks story one 
night (Lines l-7). Then. in Line 8, he shifted to another anecdote about a new 
character Lynn (perhaps a close relative), who went over to Gramma’s house and 
fell down on the porch (Lines 9- IX). This anecdote is perhaps connected tcmpo- 
rally to the Goldilocks episode since they are both marked as occurring “yestcr- 
day” (Lines I, 8). However, the events do not follow a linear sequence. since the 
first anecdote appears to occur at bedtime (.‘I was sleep” Line 2) and the second 
earlier in the evening. The relationship bctwcen the two episodes is thus not 
achieved in a linear, topic centered fashion. There is no connecting phrase. such 
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as “before I went to bed, Lynn. . ,” which links the two anecdotes. Michaels 
(1981) noted that this “absence of lexicalized connectives” is characteristic of a 
topic associating style (p. 429). 
In Line 21, there is a definite shift in theme and time frame as Spencer 
switched to talking about his cats (Lines 2 l-27). Here his storytelling is also no 
longer grounded in the past but in the habitual present. He described the present 
states and attributes of his cats: “The baby cat is gone somewhere”, “the little 
baby don’t bite.” 
After the cat sequence, Spencer shifted back again to the past with “yesterday 
I went to the roller skate party” (Line 28). Here, Spencer may have been using 
“yesterday” as a general past event marker, not specifically referring to a particu- 
lar day. Peterson (1990) reported that young children often use “yesterday” in 
this way. In any case, on the surface the party does not appear to be explicitly 
related to the “Goldilocks” or “Lynn” episodes (which were also said to occur 
“yesterday”), or to the “cats” anecdote. 
Lines 30 through 39 switch settings again from the roller skating party to his 
home. Spencer did seem to continue the “party theme” in Line 31 by saying “1 
had my birthday” (presumably in his home) but the relationship between this and 
the other party is not immediately apparent; they appear to have occurred at two 
different places and at two different times, and are only linked loosely to a 
general party theme. Moreover, the connection to the party theme is not contin- 
ued for long; Lines 30 through 38 focus on the activities Spencer does in his 
home, which besides the party include reading books, doing homework, and 
playing with toys. 
In Line 40, there is another quick shift in setting and focus from Spencer’s 
personal activities at home to an interaction with Rudy and Gramma about dinner 
at Gramma’s house. The rest of Spencer’s narrative contains a number of other 
episodes which shift in time, location and key characters. They include another 
bedtime interaction with his mother about Goldilocks (Lines 66-72); a scene 
with Rudy and Lynn and Gramma (Lines 73-75): a bad dream sequence (Lines 
78-90); a scene at Sondria’s party where he saw Halloween costumes (Lines 9 l- 
93); a sequence about fighting involving Louis, Tanya, Sheri, and the police 
(Lines 1 lo- 139); and another bedtime dream episode (Lines 142-157). 
All of these frequent thematic and temporal shifts in Spencer’s story give it its 
topic associating appearance. However, as may have already become apparent, 
although Spencer’s narrative involves a number of different episodes, it does not 
lack structure and thematic cohesion. Indeed, Spencer’s narrative reflects a num- 
ber of the thematic and structural devices which Gee (1985, 1986, 1991) has 
found to be characteristic of topic associating discourse. In two topic associating 
narratives told by a girl in Michaels’ study, Gee has observed that topic associat- 
ing narratives are often divided into different stanzas, reminiscent of the stanzas 
found in poetry and oral literature. Gee (1986) has argued that the stanzas in 
topic associating narratives consist of a “series of lines [often 41 that have parallel 
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structure and match each other either in content or topic” (p. 396). In Spencer’s 
narrative, we can also see evidence of stanza structures which display neat 
internal “patterning” (Gee, 1986, p. 396). The opening four lines of his story, for 
example, appear to form a stanza as they each have the structure of “I + verb 
phrase.” They also display what Gee (1986) calls an “aabb” structure. The first 
two lines both describe Spencer’s state of being: “I went down home” and “1 was 
sleep,” whereas the second two lines involve Spencer asking/telling his mother 
about the Goldilocks story. Similarly, Lines 5 through 7 form a stanza which 
focuses on the result of Spencer trying to tell his mom the Goldilocks story. Here, 
Lines 5 and 6 match in that they both depict his mother’s response: “she say, ‘mm 
mm’ishe didn’t want me to tell her no Goldilocks story.” 
As Spencer shifted time frame and location into a new episode about Lynn on 
Gramma’s porch, his narrative continued to reflect stanza structuring. Lines 9 
through 12 all describe Lynn going somewhere, again in an aabb pattern. Lines 9 
and 10 repeat the same structure “and Lynn went over. “, and I I and 12 
follow a pattern of she + direction verb: “and she came/she was about to go back 
over . .” Lines 13 through 18 also appear to form a stanza unit which focuses 
on the outcome of Lynn falling down on the porch. 
WC can see stanza patterning throughout the rest of Spencer’s narrative as 
well. In Lines 21 through 24, Spcnccr produced a stanza that has an abab 
structure with Lines 21 and 23 expressing themes of obligation and respon- 
sibility: “I got a little baby cat . ” and “I need to go find her.” Lines 22 and 
24, on the other hand, begin with a description of the cats and in fact set the two 
cats in parallel contrast: “the baby cat is gone somewhere,” “but the big cat just 
stay over my house.” Later in his narrative, Lines 5 I through 55 reflect an aabbb 
structure. Each of the lines in this stanza focus on name-calling. The first two 
lines follow the structure friend/relative + call me + name: “Rudy/John boy call 
me knucklehead/peanut,” and the last three lines all end with the name “motor 
mouth.” 
In the last third of Spencer’s narrative. we also see stanza structures in his 
anecdotes about turning different ages as well as in his fighting scenes. Lines 96 
through 102 might be divided into two stanzas, three and four lines respectively. 
which more or less follow this structure: “I (think I) turned uge.” The following 
lines, 103 through 105, continue this theme of time landmarks in Spencer’s life 
by describing changes he has made between grades in school. In these lines. 
Spencer describes the moving into and out of grades: “I HUS irr pre-school/l got 
uut of’ there/ I Qume fo kindergarten.” In the following fighting sequence (Lines 
I IO- IS), many of the lines display parallel grouping around the actions of 
“hitting” and “hitting back.” 
Stanza structuring can be seen in other episodes of Spencer’s narrative that are 
not discussed in detail here. We hope that the examples above serve to illustrate 
some of the intricate internal patterning within Spencer’s narrative that Gee also 
found to be characteristic of topic associating discourse. 
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Structural devices can be seen in Spencer’s narrative on a more global level as 
well. Gee (1991) has noted that, unlike topic centered stories, topic associating 
narratives achieve coherence, not through “rapid and linear progress to ‘the 
point,‘” (p. 11) but rather through the repetition of themes and contrasts (Gee, 
1985, p. 17). In the “Cakes” narrative that Gee (1985, 1986) analyzed, he found 
that the child repeated themes of baking and eating throughout the narrative 
(Gee, 1986, p. 401) and contrasted kinship relations with the outside world of 
commodities (Gee, 1991). These themes, says Gee, “run like strongly colored 
threads throughout the entire text” (1986, p. 401) and “give [it] an overall 
coherence and structure” (1985, p. 26j. 
Spencer’s narrative reflects similar patterns of thematic repetition and coher- 
ence. First, Spencer repeated not only general themes, but entire episodes. For 
instance, the opening anecdote about Spencer trying to tell his mother the Gold- 
ilocks story is repeated again 61 clauses later in Lines 68 through 72. In both 
instances, Spencer began with a bedtime/sleeping context: “I was sleep” (Line 
2); “when my mama was sleeping” (Line 68). He then described telling his 
mother the Goldilocks story which is followed by his mother’s response (re- 
peated nearly verbatim in the second anecdote) “she said, ‘mm mm’.” In both 
instances, Spencer then commented on a reason behind his mother’s response. 
The first time he noted that “she didn’t want me to tell her no Goldilocks story.” 
In the second episode, Spencer described in more detail why his tired mother 
refused to listen to the Goldilocks story. He said, “and she was sleep/and the next 
day she had to go to work” (Lines 71--72). Just previously, Spencer had noted 
that his mom hates working at her job (Line 67), which he also repeated later in 
his narrative (Line 106). 
Interestingly, Spencer began the second telling of the Goldilocks episode after 
he had become temporarily distracted with the interviewer and the microphone 
(Lines 56-6.5). It may be that the Goldilocks episode fills the opening slot in 
Spencer’s narrative schema, the scene in which Spencer begins or re-begins his 
narrative. This repetition of placement suggests that Spencer’s narrative follows 
a specific structural template. It is also interesting to note that the Goldilocks 
scene is followed immediately in both cases by an anecdote involving Lynn and 
Gramma, although in the second case it is only Spencer who goes over to 
Gramma’s (Line 74), whereas in the first instance, it is both Lynn and Spencer 
(Lines 9- 10; 19). 
At the end of his narrative (Lines 142-157), Spencer also repeated a dream 
episode similar to one which he had narrated earlier in his story (Lines 78-90). 
Although the two dream sequences do not match as closely as the Goldilocks 
anecdotes, they nevertheless reflect some parallelism. They begin with a line “1 
be/was dreaming something.” Also, in both cases, Spencer described the dreams 
as “bad” (Line 81) or “scary” (Line 153), and both involve a wolf (Lines 87-90, 
157). The repetition of the dreaming anecdotes again suggests the importance of 
these sequences in the thematic development of his narrative. 
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The overall structure of Spencer’s narrative can be seen in the repetition ot 
themes c~~ro.s.s different episodes as well. Many of the episodes in his narrative 
involve contrasts between interpersonal conflicts and resolutions. In both of the 
Goldilocks episodes, Spencer described his mother’s negative response to his 
attempts to tell the Goldilocks story: “she say mm mm/she didn’t want mc to tell 
her no Goldilocks story.” Her refusal presented a distancing conflict between 
Spencer and his mother. However. in both cases the scene of his mother’s refusal 
is followed by another in which family caretaking is provided and not refused. 
After the first Goldilocks episode, Spcnccr narrated a scene in which Lynn fell 
down on the porch and got a bump on her head. Here, however, Spencer’s 
mother is present to give comfort: “and now she laid in bed/my mama had to get 
her some ice” (Lines I7- 18). After the second Goldilocks episode. it is Rudy and 
Gramma who provide caretaking for Spencer. Rudy came over to Spencer’s 
house and picked him up ‘30 I could go to bed over at Gramma’s.” (Lines 73-74) 
Thus, Spencer’s narrative seems to resolve the themes of refusal and conflict in 
subsequent scenes of family and comfort. Interestingly. in Lines 37 and 18. 
Spencer mentioned that he can read his book “all by mysclfi’cause my mamma 
just teach me how to read the jungle book.” This portrait of his mother reading to 
him dramatically contrasts with her refusal to hear the Goldilocks story. Thus. 
Spencer provided here another scene of carctaking which offers a potential reso- 
lution to the earlier conflict with his mother. 
This contrast between conflict and comfort is seen also in the episode about 
Spencer and his cats (Lines 21-27). Here. Spencer said that the baby cat “is gone 
somewhere,” suggesting again a removal of attention from Spencer. This was 
resolved, however, when Spencer revealed that not all the cats have left him. In 
contrast to the baby cat, “the big cat .just stay over my house” (Line 24) and did 
not refuse Spencer’s attention: “and I just pet him” (Line 26). 
Beginning in Line 40. Spencer narrated another scene quite similar to the 
Goldilocks episode, in which he offered to give something which is refused by 
his kin. This time he asked Rudy and Gramma. “do you want some cornbread 
and stringbeans?” As he did with his mother, Spencer quoted Rudy and Gran- 
ma’s refusal: “they said, ‘uh uh’.” This scene led to another one involving name- 
calling between Spencer and his relatives/friends that again may rcllect a dis- 
tancing interpersonal contlict. However. Spencer does not provide a contrasting. 
comforting resolution to the dinner refusal or name-calling incidents, pcrbapx 
because this is the point when he gets distracted by the microphone. 
Although the dream sequences in this narrative do not directly involve con- 
tlicts with family, they continue to reflect the contrasts between problems and 
resolutions, In the first dream episode. Spencer described the problem in his 
dream. He said that he was dreaming about something “bad” (Line XI ) involb ing 
“digging,” and “three little pigs and a wolf.” The fears in his dream are resolved, 
however, when the wolf jumps into a bowl of water. Spencer said, ‘.I was so 
happy/‘cause I’m scared of wolf” (Lines 89-W). In the second dream scqucncc 
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(Lines 142-157), Spencer is also dreaming about something scary: “something 
like monsters” (Line 142). As in the Goldilocks and cats episodes, Spencer again 
created a contrast between his conflicts and fears and the comfort found at home. 
Here, he repeated a cycle of going to bed, dreaming, and waking up. It is the 
waking up in his home environment that separates him from the fears of his 
dreams: “I dream a monster/and I was scared/and I woked up/and 1 was still 
keeping my eyes open” (Lines 152- 155). 
Spencer continued the themes of interpersonal conflicts and resolutions in his 
long fighting sequence (Lines 110-141). Here, Spencer repeated a cycle four 
times in which Louis (perhaps a classmate or neighbor) hits Spencer, a girl 
named Tanya intervenes on Spencer’s behalf, and Spencer hits Louis back (Lines 
1 IO-1 16, 117-122, 123-127, 128-133). In the last cycle, Spencer said that 
both he and Tanya hit Louis who this time cried: “and he cry hard, loud 
too/ . . just like he was screaming loud” (Lines 135- 136). Spencer connects 
Louis’ screaming to another conflict involving the police. He says that Sheri told 
him that if you scream loud, “the police take you inside the jail” (Lines 137- 
138). Spencer actually placed himself inside the jail: “so I see the jail/and you 
can’t get out.” Thus, he again found himself in a fearful, conflict situation. In his 
next line, however, Spencer shifted away from the fears of fighting and jail to the 
comforts of home and school represented by his ABC puzzle book (Line 141). 
Spencer’s multi-episodic narrative reflects a large degree of parallelism and 
thematic cohesion in both the internal structuring of his stanzas and the global 
schema of his story. The repetition of Spencer’s conflicts and their resolutions 
suggests a contrastive framework through which he has created structure and 
meaning in this topic associating narrative. 
Frequency of Narrative Styles 
Because all of the narratives in the Pontiac data were produced by African 
American kindergartners, one might have expected, based on Michaels’ observa- 
tions of first-graders during sharing time, that this group of children would tend 
to adhere to a topic associating style. Indeed, one would especially expect the 
Pontiac kindergartners to display a topic associating style since they were one 
school year or more younger than Michaels’ first graders and thus were much less 
developed in terms of their classroom narrative skills. However, as shown in 
Table 2, of the 48 narratives, there were 16 topic associating stories (33.3%), 28 
topic centered stories (58.3%), and 4 (8.3%) stories whose category membership 
was not clear enough to be assigned. Thus, more than half of the narratives 
followed a topic centered style, which Michaels had said was characteristic of 
Caucasian. but not African American first-graders’ narratives during sharing 
time. 
As shown in Table 2, we found that a number of these kindergarten-aged 
African American children (n = 16) used a topic associating style. This confirms 
that, within an uninterrupted storytelling task, the discourse style Michaels found 
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TABLE 2 
Freuuencv of Narrative Stvles 





with the African American first-graders was also present for some of these 
children. Also, as our in depth analyses reveal. these topic associating stories, as 
shown in Example 2 (Spencer), contain complex structural and thematic devices. 
some of which Gee ( 1985, 1986, 199 I) had found to bc characteristic of literary 
texts. However, the topic associating style, although clearly present, was not 
predominant among this group of African American children. The majority ot 
the kindergartners (n = 28) did not demonstrate a topic associating style but 
rather tended to adhere to the patterns of topic centered discourse. 
Because Michaels’ study did not focus on the actual frequencies of topic 
centered and topic associating narratives but rather on characteristics of the styles 
and their roles in teacher-child interactions, it is difficult to create a systematic 
comparison between the findings of her study and this one. However, her study 
did suggest a general tendency for the African American first graders to tell topic 
associating narratives. We did in fact replicate her findings in that one third of 
our kindergartners told topic associating stories. Here we offer some possible 
explanations for the different discourse tendencies found in the remainder of the 
children in this study. 
Possible Effects of Contexts 
One reason why this group of children showed less of a tendency towards topic 
associating discourse than was suggested in Michaels’ study may be due to 
differences in the two narrative contexts. Here WC will consider the communica- 
tive situations as well as the tasks involved in the two narrative contexts. The 
activity of sharing time is a formalized type of dialogue in many classrooms. In 
Michaels’ study, it was also conducted in a special setting-with the children 
sitting on the rug listening to one of their peers. Sharing time was also interac- 
tional; Michaels said that during a child’s sharing turn. the teacher and other 
children often interjected with questions and comments (Michaels. I98 I . 1986). 
Michaels reported that in the classroom she studied, the sharing time task had 
some “ground rules” laid down by the teacher, such as talking about “one thing” 
or something that was “very important.“ She. as do we, interpreted the teacher’s 
communications as setting sanctions for the involvement of literacy-oriented 
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standards to the children’s speech: talk about one thing, decontextualize for your 
hearers, and interrogate the speaker to help him or her provide decontextualized 
information. 
In contrast, the context presented to the Pontiac kindergartners involved face- 
to-face interaction which was designed to allow the children to tell a complete 
story without interruption. Indeed, in this way, it had the potential of increasing 
the likelihood that children would tell fully embellished, topic associating narra- 
tives. Although the task prompt, “tell a story” was expanded with two possible 
categories of content (“something fun or exciting that you’ve done or anything 
else you want to tell about”), no further ground rules were provided and no 
sanctions were established. Thus, if a child began to talk about a different topic, 
such as a familiar storybook, the adult simply accepted that story. 
Within this uninterrupted situation in which the adult accepted all the pro- 
ductions of the child, the children generally produced the type of narrative 
suggested, a personal experience narrative. As shown in Table 3, of the 28 
topic centered stories, 17 were personal experience (both past and habitual) 
narratives, and of the 16 topic associating stories, 13 were personal experience 
narratives. In addition to these personal experience stories. however, some of 
the children told other types of narratives. For example, 9 of the topic centered 
narratives were retellings of familiar stories often found in storybooks. Also, 2 
topic centered and 3 topic associating narratives were placed in a category called 
“other” because they could not be identified clearly as personal experience sto- 
ries. These narratives often involved fantastical themes and characters, although 
it was not clear either that they were based on a single familiar storybook or fairy 
tale. 
The lack of sanctions within the storytelling context may have encouraged 
some of the children to use narrative frameworks other than personal experience 
which helped contribute to a larger number of topic centered narratives. In both 
topic associating and topic centered narratives, we noticed intrusions of themes, 
content, and wording from children’s storybooks and fairy tales (which may or 
may not have been learned from books). The influence of storybook themes and 
structure, however, was most pronounced in 9 of the 28 topic centered stories 
that retold familiar storybook narratives. 
TABLE 3 
Frequency of Narrative ‘Qpes 
Narrative Types Topic Centered Topic Associating 
Pesonal Experience Narratives 17 13 
Familiar Storybook Narratives 9 0 
Other 2 3 
Total 28 I6 
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Within a context in which the adult was not interrupting or redirecting the 
child’s narrative, the prompt “tell me LI .storl\‘” may have led these 9 children to 
use a certain schema of “story.” one modeled after a storybook type of narrative. 
The teachers were doing some reading of storybooks to these children. There is 
also evidence that a number of the children were read to at home. Although the 
researchers did not mention storybooks, it is possible that the 9 who retold 
familiar storybook narratives may have given that interpretation when asked to 
“tell a story.” This would imply that these children included “storybook” within 
their category system for “story.” This storybook schema may have led these 
children to use a topic centered style which reflected the linear sequence and 
thematic cohesion of a book. Anthony’s example illustrates a retelling of the 
“Goldilocks and The Three Bears” story. 
Example 3: (Anthony) 
I once upon a time there was three little bears. the middle Gze hear, and the papa 
bar, and the small bear 
2 and went out 
3 and the Goldilocks ate up all their food 
3 and tried everybody thing. and they bed, and they soup. and they chair. and they 
bed 
5 and she finally got her a nice bed 
6 that was the baby bed 
Anthony’s narrative reflects a topic centered style in that it follows a linear 
story grammar schema. Using Labov and Waletzky’s (1967) model of narrative 
components, we see that Anthony’s story contains an orientation section where 
he introduces the characters with the formulaic storybook opening “once upon a 
time there was three little bears.” Moreover, although his story deviates some- 
what from the usual plot structure, it nevertheless contains a complicating action 
centering around Goldilocks entering the bears’ home and trying “everybody 
thing,” as well as a resolution coming at the end of the story when Goldilocks 
finally finds a nice bed to sleep in. Again, the fact that Anthony’s story follows a 
linear organization and does not include any seemingly unrelated anecdotes gives 
it a topic centered appearance. 
One might argue that familiar storybook retellings would be better categorized 
separately from both the topic centered and topic associating narratives because 
they arc based at least in part on children’s knowledge of the original story 
structure rather than on ways of structuring personal experiences. However. story 
retellings were included in the categorization because they were. in fact. narra- 
tives that were produced in response to the narrative task, which neither specified 
nor encouraged the retelling of a familiar literary narrative. Moreover. some of 
the children, like Anthony, deviated from the traditional story line. They also 
used their own style of language in their tcllings so that their stories represent 
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unique attempts to structure a narrative and are not just verbatim repetitions of 
stories they have heard before. 
Note the presence of Anthony’s own African American dialect in his narra- 
tive: the use of the third person plural pronoun “they” instead of the standard 
English possessive adjective “their” as well as the colloquial construction “got 
her a nice bed.” Also, Anthony told the Goldilocks story from an original angle, 
leaving out the traditional scenes in which the bears return and find Goldilocks in 
their home. This narrative, therefore, appears to be Anthony’s own version of the 
Goldilocks story. 
Some of the children’s metacommentary on their narratives further suggested 
that they saw the task as involving book-focused storytelling. One child, Nicole, 
began the task by telling the interviewer about a book that she has. She said, “I 
have a book. It’s about a little engine. ” After Nicole narrated the contents of this 
book, she told about another book that she has: “I got a book about the kids at 
BP Street,” and described some the characters from that one. At the end of 
her narrative, she said “that’s all the stories I know,” suggesting that to her, 
telling a story means to tell about familiar books. 
Indeed, three children also responded to the storytelling task by singing famil- 
iar songs: “Three Little Monkeys, ” “Old McDonald Had a Farm,” and “Jingle 
Bells.” These children were not counted in the analysis because they did not 
produce real narratives. However, the fact that they responded to the task with a 
song suggests that they may have seen the task as one which required the retelling 
of a formal, previously composed work much like a storybook. 
Perhaps the most striking example of one child’s strictly “book-based” con- 
cept of “story” is found in Rashon’s narrative. The transcript begins with a long 
preamble between Rashon and the interviewer. 
Example 4: (Rashon) 
Adult: Rashon, today I want you to tell me a story. The story can be about 
something fun or exciting that you‘ve done or anything else you want to 
tell about. Tell me a story. 
I don’t got none. And I ain’t got no books. 
Well, tell me a story. Tell me a story about something fun that you do at 
home or something fun that you do at school. 
We read stories at school. 
Tell me a story. 
1 don’t know what’s the name of them. But I don’t know the words neither. 
Well, YOU tell me a story. You tell me a story in your own way. It doesn’t 
have to be a story from school. I want JVU to tell me a story. 
Can’t guess. 
Tell me a story about something fun you do with your family or something 
fun that you do with your friends. 
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Well, think. just think for a minute. Your own story, tell me. 
Can’t guess. 
Tell me a story about something fun you do with your friends when you’re 
outside. 
They don’t have no books. Alls 1 got is Bibles. 
Well, Kashon. the story doesn’t have to be about a book. The story, it’s 
your story. You tell me a story about something fun that you do with your 
friends inside when you’re playin g or outside when you’re playing. or 
something fun that you do with your family. or a story about something 
scary that happened to you. 
I three billy goats 
Adult: OK. tell me ;t story about three billygoats. 
2 1 can’t guess what the man wax named 
3 they had a frog and a bat 
4 yeah. hc was a troll 
5 two little billy goats and one big one 
6 the baby went across the bridge first 
7 the troll caught it and said, “who’s that trippin’ over his bridge” 
8 and he said. “the billygoat” 
9 and he said, he said he was gonna go up there to get ~~mc free grass 
IO and then he said XX 
I I the billygoat gobbled the little one up 
I2 and that’s the end of the story 
In his interaction with the interviewer, Rashon first began by insisting that he 
did not have a story or any books. He mentioned that they read stories in school, 
suggesting that he associated “story” with written storybooks. Even after the 
interviewer encouraged him several times by saying that the story does not have 
to be about a book but about something from Rashon’s own life (about his family 
or about playing with friends), Rashon continued to assert that stories are not for 
making up, or constructing on one’s own. He said he didn’t know the name or 
words of any. and insisted several times that you “can’t guess,” implying that for 
him, stories are narratives which are already established, most likely in print. 
Indeed. he even mentions that the only stories/books he has “is Bibles.” 
In the end, Rashon did produce a storybook narrative about “the three bil- 
lygoats” (a retelling of the familiar “The Three Billygoats Gruff”) which rc- 
fleeted a quite literate, decontextualized style. One particularly notable clement 
in his narrative is that he attempted to introduce or decontexualize each of the 
characters in the beginning of his story. He admits that he “can’t guess what the 
man was named” (Line 2) but he introduces him with the indefinite article in Line 
4 “he was a troll.” He also gave some background information about the three 
billygoats--“two little billygoats and one big enc.” This type of explicit labeling 
of characters is a characteristic of a middle-class. “mainstream” narrative style 
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(Heath, 1982) and is often only seen in older children’s narratives (Peterson, 
1990). Again, narratives such as Rashon’s suggest that some of the children saw 
the task as one which required the telling of narratives modeled after the structure 
of books, which perhaps led to their topic centered style and contributed to the 
number of topic centered narratives. 
In addition to the 9 children who told retold familiar storybook narratives, 
however, there were 17 children who told topic centered personal experience 
narratives. Here it would be difficult to claim that the prompt “tell a story” 
suggested a book-like narrative schema leading to a topic centered style, because 
these children were not in fact telling a story from a storybook. 
However, within personal experience narratives in Oath topic centered and 
topic associating categories, we also often found storybook themes and lan- 
guage. The presence of such features further illustrates the variety of narrative 
discourse these children could produce within an uninterrupted context. A book- 
like style was reflected in one topic centered past experience narrative told by 
Ieshai. 
Example 5: (Ieshai) 
1 once upon a time 
2 I was living my mommy 
3 my mom had two baby girls 
4 one was Monique 
5 and one was leshai 
6 and the other one had the uh 
7 my daddy was gone for the day 
8 he moved 
9 and he would call me back at two 
IO and he said 
I1 everyday he calls me and sends money for mc 
Like the other topic centered narratives, this narrative develops around a 
linear narrative event structure, although one can assume that there were signifi- 
cant time lapses between each event in the sequence. First, the main characters- 
Monique and Ieshai-are introduced in the orientation (Lines l-5). The orienta- 
tion also serves as the first event in the narrative, where Monique and leshai are 
born into this world. Lines 7 and 8 can be seen as the story’s complicating event 
since they describe the removal of the father from the lives of these two girls. 
Finally, the narrative ends with a resolution to this crisis where Ieshai described 
how, despite her father’s moving away, she is still cared for by him as he calls her 
everyday and sends money for her (Lines 9-11). 
Perhaps even more striking about this story, however, is Ieshai’s use of the 
third person to refer to herself and her sister in Lines 3 and 6. This type of 
reference of the narrator towards him/herself has been described by Scollon and 
Scollon (198 1) as “the fictionalization of self” and is said to be characteristic of 
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litcratc-style narration. Scollon and Scollon argued that the removal of the first 
person voice of the author from the text is part of what characterizes a modern. 
Western style of essayist prose in which the author “seeks to achieve ;I state ol 
self-effacement” and the text itself proposes to be the communicator of knowl- 
edge (pp. 48-49). As part of their study, they compared the narrative devclop- 
ment of their 3-year-old daughter, Rachel. who they said cam out of a literate 
narrative tradition. with the “oral” storytelling style of Athabaskan Indian chil- 
dren. One element they noted in Kachcl.4 stories which was not present in the 
Athabaskan narratives was this rcfercnce to herscll’as a third person character. Ot 
Rachel’s reference to herself they remark: 
.l‘he character in qard to the author is ;L clil’t’crcnt pcr\on. It i\ a dccontextualitcd 
pcrmi. ‘fhis pcrson bear\ a third person relationship to the author. ancl thi\ 
consistent maintcnanco of the point of VICW 15 one of the hallmarhs of written tat. 
cp. 70) 
Thi$ same “fictionalization of self” was achicvcd by Icshai ;I\ she retcrrctl to 
herself and her sister as the “two baby girls---Moniquc --and leshai.” 
Although topic associating stories were not dominated by storybook structure. 
they also alluded to books, and storic\ in books, or included episodes I‘rom them. 
For caannplc, the three topic associating narratives in the category “other” con- 
rained a number of fantastical themes and characters. such as Santa CLILIS. 
witches. and animated foxcs and pumpkins, which may have been taken I‘rotn 
storybooks or I‘airy tale\. Some of the personal cxpcrience topic associating 
narratives also included references to books and storybook episodes. In Example 
3. Spencer mentioned wantin, (1 to tell the Goldilocks story to his mothcr and 
thinking about saying “it all to my own self” (Line 7). He aI50 refers to reading 
books by himself in lines 37 and 38: “and I could read my book all by my- 
selfi‘cause my n~~nm~ teach me how to rzacl the jungle book.” Although Spcn- 
cer’s narrative reflects a global topic associating structure. it al\o includes 
linearly presented episodes based on storybook themes. In Lines X3 through 90. 
Spcncm- dreamed that hc was a pi g in the “Three Little Pigs” story. This episode 
is told M ith treatment of self as fictional other (“1 was cIrcaming about three little 
pigs and I was ;I pig”) that extends through an cpisodc which ends with :I 
resolution (“I was so happy G~LISC I’m mu-cd of welt”). 
In sum. thi4 study partially replicated Michacls’ observations of African Amcri- 
can first-graders in sharin, u time in that a number of these kindcrgartnera did in 
fact produce topic associating narratives. Indesd. in the personal experience 
narratives, the numbers of topic centered (II = 17) and topic associating (/I = 13) 
stories wcr(: reasonably close. However. among this group of children. the topic 
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associating style was not predominant. In fact when we consider all of the 
narratives produced, the majority of the kindergartners (n = 28) told topic 
centered narratives. The storytelling context may be one reason why the children 
in the Pontiac study followed a topic centered model of discourse more often than 
has been suggested in previous research (Michaels, 1981, 1986). The lack of 
sanctions presented in the uninterrupted storytelling context may have led to the 
use of a range of narrative frameworks. This openness to frameworks, as well as 
the task prompt “tell a story,” may have led some of the kindergartners to produce 
narratives that included structural and stylistic elements of books. This pattern 
seems to be reflected most clearly in the 9 children who retold familiar storybook 
narratives. In the cases of the I7 topic centered personal experience narratives, it 
is difficult to claim that a “storybook” task effect led to their topic centered style. 
However, the storybook themes and language found across different types of 
narratives in both topic centered and topic associating categories further illumi- 
nate the variety of narrative discourse that these children were capable of produc- 
ing within an uninterrupted context. 
Michaels’ work with first-graders’ sharing time narratives was key in helping 
to describe particular patterns of discourse organization found in our sample of 
African American kindergartners’ narratives. Her analyses, as well as Gee’s 
narrative descriptions, have contributed useful classification systems for cate- 
gorizing such narratives and illuminating the ways in which discourse styles may 
affect teacher-student interactions. This study has attempted to address a ques- 
tion left open by Michaels’ research by examining the frequency of topic asso- 
ciating discourse in another group of African American children and in a context 
other than sharing time. Indeed, we found that topic associating stories existed 
within the discourse repertoires of this new population. However, the fact that 
the children from the Pontiac study produced more topic centered than topic 
associating narratives suggests that, as has often been pointed out, African Amer- 
ican children are not restricted to a predominant narrative style. We also concur 
that. as Michaels and Gee have observed, literate characteristics can be found in 
both topic centered and topic associating styles. 
A further study continues to address the question of discourse style frequency 
by examining variation and stability of topic centered and topic associating 
discourse in these children’s performances across oral and written contexts 
(Dorfman, 1993). Also, preliminary analysis from another project (unpublished 
raw data from the studies reported in Sulzby & Teale, 1984, 1987) suggests that 
young children from European-American Appalachian backgrounds as well as 
African American backgrounds may tell what appear to be topic associating 
stories in storybook reading or writing sessions. 
Although the performance of the children in the Pontiac study serves to extend 
current knowledge of language variation and enrich our understanding of the 
nature of topic centered and topic associating discourse styles, it also urges 
us to consider classroom contexts for children’s use of language. During the year 
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following these initial stories, these kindergarten children’s teachers shifted in- 
structional practices. In three classrooms, children were encouraged. in varying 
degrees, to read and write emergently and to move from center to center for 
choices of activities. In all four classrooms, computers were provided with 
software designed to support emergent literacy. University staff helped in the 
classrooms from 1 to 2 days per week. Children were allowed to speak much 
more freely and took more initiative in speech with the teachers, university staff, 
and each other. Still, there were few opportunities in which children could 
maintain an audience for a narrative as long as that of Spencer or other children 
using a topic associating style. There were also relatively few times for children 
to share any long oral or written stories. The challenge for teachers over the 
subsequent three years of this study has been to provide appropriate audience 
situations that encourage children to use the full range of their speaking and 
writing capabilities. The possibilities that exist require teachers to allow children 
to speak often and to speak freely in dyads or small groups and to set up 
facilitative classroom management routines to help children use such freedom. 
For now, the study presented here provideb evidence of how children tell ex- 
tended narratives in contexts not yet available in these classrooms. 
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